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Mainland Hokkien Radio To Taiwan play an important role in spread to Taiwan. 
For more than sixty years in both sides of the Taiwan Strait, not only the mainland 
radio had became the eyewitness of history, but also they indirectly promoted each 
important stages of development. Research on Mainland Hokkien Radio To Taiwan 
can add research achievement to communication studies on Taiwan, and the research 
also adapt to the requirements to radio which produced by new development of 
cross-straits relations in the new stage. Based on the research achievement in the field, 
this article firstly defined the key concept, and then started with the macroscopic, 
mesoscopic and microscopic levels, using literature analysis method, content analysis 
method and comparative analysis method to make a systematical analysis about 
Mainland Hokkien Radio To Taiwan . 
From the macroscopic level, the article reviewed the development history about 
hokkien and hokkien radio, and divided the development history after 1954 into three 
stages: “From 1954 to 1978”, “From 1979 to 2001”, “from 2002 to the present”. It 
made detailed study on the guiding ideology, channel number, program length, 
program types, broadcasting style and communication skills in different period. 
From the medium level, this article analyzed the current situation and 
characteristic of six Mainland hokkien radio to Taiwan. Through the analysis of the 
landing of radio channels, it found that every radio channel needed to distinguish 
between internal spread and external spread. By analyzing the Program flowers, the 
program establishment and arrangement, the thesis revealed that every radio channel 
had the same programs style. By analyzing the Resources of hosts, the thesis found 
every radio channel lack of famous hosts. By analyzing the media outreach activities 
and media convergence, the thesis pointed out that the Mainland Hokkien Radio To 
Taiwan had advantages of resource, but it also revealed the deficiencies. 
From the microscopic levels, based on the samples of reports from The Sound Of 
The Divine Land at every hour and the program “China/ Taiwan news” on The Sound 
Of Ci Tong, the article analyzed the content of two program, and then found they have 















point, distinct styles which closed to the program of Taiwan’s. But the article also 
pointed out that the shortcoming of Mainland Hokkien Radio To Taiwan, such as 
strong reporting tendency, little news value, single news reporting method. 
Finally, given the conclusion from the first few chapters, the research shown that 
if The Mainland Hokkien Radio To Taiwan tried to make several breakthroughs under 
the internal and external contradictions, they must adopt good points and avoid 
shortcomings. Internally, the Mainland Hokkien Radio To Taiwan should reasonably 
distinguish the audience, continue to develop their good points on media activity 
planning, develop its program with creativeness and pay attention to training hosts. 
Externally, they should continue to strengthen cooperation with other media, realize 
resources sharing in the field and at the same time, conform to the needs of the 
development of times, promote media convergence and strive for the policy and 
financial support. 
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究闽南话广播的文章，非常有限。截止到 2011 年 6 月 17 日，共检索到 15 篇。
研究角度包含如下： 
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